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For Kathleen Thompson Turner,

who taught me to love poetry, painting, and music,

and Jesse Samuel Turner, who taught me to fish,

to shoot, and to love the wild.



clusters of Indian paintbrush. When I stopped and turned off the

tape player, the silence was still there, but I was no longer bored.

I parked my truck and hiked into the south fork. From my pack

hung a tag - my campifig permit. I had reserved a spot by phone,

paying for it with my Visa card and veriffing my existence with

lots of numbers. When I arrived at the Harvest Site, a couple was

sitting in the shade of a cottonwood across from the pictographs.

After we talked a few minutes, they asked if the paintings were the

same as they were thirty-one years ago. When I said they were, the

woman said she was glad to hear that. And I was glad to say so. To

explain otherwise would have been too dark and sad.

After they left, I painted a small watercolor of the wall and fig-

ures, ate summer sausage, cheese, and gorp, and waited for dusk.

Then I meditated with the figures for an hour, occasionally raising

my eyes to study their mysterious visages. In the silence of the

evening light, some of their presence returned. I saw the figures

as a work of art, a group portrait-the shaman, the goddess, the

hunter, the gatherers, an extended family including the birds and

snakes and rabbits and insects. Perhaps the little band returned

each year to this place and, as animals do, marked their territory.

Whoever they were, they knew how to express and present some-

thing we have lost. At the end of my meditation I thanked them

and bowed to them.

I am pleased the Harvest Site is preserved in the Maze District

of Canyonlands National Park. I am happier sti1l that the picto-

graphs remain difficult to visit. I am delighted they remain in such

good condition. I support the tough new backcountry manage-

ment pian. I praise the rangers for their courage, their vision, and

their devotion to a piace I love.

But I wish we were wise enough to preserve something more. I

wish that children seven generations from now could wander into

an unknown canyon and receive at dusk the energy captured by a

now-forgotten but empowered people. I wish these children could

endure their gaze and, if only for a moment, bask in the aura of

their sift.
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The Abstract Wild: A Rant

The tigers ofwrath are

wiser than the horses of instruction

-William BIake

Mountains have many moods. Even under clear summer skies I

require my clients to pack warm clothing, to be prepared for the

worst. I am a climbing guide, and like all guides, I am a skeptic

about mountain weather. We abide by a iocal adage: Only fools

and newcomers predict the weather in the Tetons. If someone does

not have the right equipment-a hat or a pair of warm Pants-
I send them to Orville's, a nearby army surplus store that sells

cheap wool clothing. Once, however, I sent a client to Orville's for

pants and he came back without them, aithough he did not reveal

this until later, after the climb was well under way. Since he was

ill-prepared for our venture, I was annoyed and said so. He replied

that the only pants available at Orville's were old German army

pants and he would not wear German army clothing.

My client was fewish. He offered no further explanation, no list

of principles; he expressed no hate. His decision was visceral, as l

private as the touch offabric and skin. i

His action suggested a code: if justice is impossibie, honor the

loss with acts of remembrance, acts that count for little in the

world, but which, if sustained, might count for oneself, might

shore up a portion of integrity. BgflCg fq &Btl49.-SbgltibJoot
a!g€!_(p_l4d_Sthers. This code was old fashioned, even biblical.

I understood my client. His conviction opposes our tendency

to tolerate everything, to accePt, to forget, to forgive, to get on

with life, to be realistic, to get over our losses. We accept living

with nuclear weapons, toxic wastes, oil spills, rape, murder, starva-

*
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tion, smog, racism, teenage suicide, torture, mountains of garbage,

genocide, dams, dead lakes, and the daiiy loss of species. Most of

the time we don't even think about it.

I, too, abhor this toierance for anything and everything' My

client's refusal stems from the Holocaust. Mine started with the

damming of the Colorado River's Glen Canyon and its tributaries,

especialiy the Escaiante River, and specifically Davis Gulch, which

I visited twice in 1963 just before it was drowned by the waters of

Lake Powell. Visitors now houseboat and water-ski hundreds of

feet above places where I first experienced wilderness. It broke my

heart then and I am still angry about it. I am angry that Wallace

Stegner and Edward Abbey would boat around Lake Powell as

guests of universities and the U.S. government.'I am angry with

friends who kayak and skin-dive its waters. I make a point of being

nasty about it l
Some will find it obscene to mention the loss of six million

people and the loss of one ecosystem in the same breath. I am not

ignorant of the difference in magnitude, but I refuse to recognize

a difference in causation. In the September 11, 1989, High Coun-

try News there is a picture of eleven severed mountains lion heads

stacked in'a pyramid at the base of a cottonwood. You can see the

details of their faces. They are individuals. The association with

death camps is involuntary. These are only eleven of the z5o,ooo

wild predators killed by the U.S. government in t987.t No one

raised a voice to the Animal Damage Control division of the U.S.

Department of Agriculture. These deaths, the Holocaust, the de-

struction of the rain forest, and the deaths of two million Cambo-

dians have a common source, a source that deserves our scrutiny

and anger but a source we do not quite comprehend. I think of

it as a tendency toward homogeneity-a hatred of the Other-

so common in modern times that it levels difference across many

categories and scales.

It is now often said (ever since Wendell Berry stated it so clearly

and forcefully) that our ecological crisis is a crisis of character,

not a political or social crisis.2 This said, we falter, for it remains

unclear what, exactly, is the crisis of modern character and, since

character is partly determined by culture, what, exactly, is the crisis

of modern culture. This question is imPortant for anyone who

loves the natural world, but the answer will not be found in the

writings of Thoreau, or Muir, or ecologists - deep or otherwise.
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i Whether we focus on hornogeueity or character, I  bel ieve that

anger is a clue.lAnger, anguish, and anxiety are ail related to the

Larin angere (perhaps clearest in the German angst) and they re-

tain the cognate senses of distress, suffering, affiiction, vexation'

grief, and oppression. The initial sense, interestingiy, is one of

constriction-narrow, tight, strangled, a choking- asin angina, a

constriction in the heart that cuts off the vital life force of blood.

Somegling like that is happening to us now-the cutting off of life

force.lwhen anger becomes extreme and allied to fervor, enthu-

siasm, and .*.iirn.r,t, it becomes rage. To be enraged is to be so

angry as to be maddened, distracted, iost in fury- a very unpleas-

ant condition. I
The Buddha's first noble truth affirms the union of anguish and

life. The ninth precept of the boddhisattva is "No indulging in

anger." Somewhere between anguish and no anger lies the path.

Although the ecological crisis appears new (because it is now

"news"), it is not new; only the scale and form are new' We lost the

wild bit by bit for ten thousand years and forgave each loss and

then forgot. Now we face the final ioss' Although no other crisis in

human history can match it, our commentary is strangeiy muted

and sad, as though catastrophe was happening /o us, not caused b7

us. Even the most knowledgeable and enlightened continue to eat

food soaked in herbicides, pesticides, and hormones; to wear Plas-
tic clothes (our beloved polyester); to buy lapanese, despite their

annual slaughter of dolphins-all the while blathering on in ab-

stract language about ecological crisis\This is denial, and behind

denial is a rage, the most common emotion of my generation] Br',t

it is suppressed and we remain silent in the face of evil; indeed,

most of us no longer believe in evil.

Why is this rage a silent rage, an impotent Protest that doesrt't

extend beyond the confines of our private world? Why don't

people speak out, why don't they do something? The courage

and resistance shown by the Navajos at Big Mountain, by Poiish

workers, by blacks in South Africa, and, most extraordinariiy' by

Chinese students in Tiananmen Square makes much of the en-

vironmental protest in America seem shallow and inefective in

comparison. With the exception of a few members of Earth First!,

Sea Shepherd, and Greenpeace, we are a nation ofenvironmental

cowards. Why? Because effective Protest is grounded in anger, and

we are not (consciousiy) ang.y.'y{tg.t nourishes hope anci fLrels
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rebellion, it presumes a judgment, Presumes how things ought to

be and aren't, presumes a caring. Emotion remains the best evi-

dence of belief and value. Unfortunately, there is little connection

between our emotions and the wild-. ]

A recent conceit is that certain wild places and animals and for-

ests are "sacred." We have forgotten that sacred is a social word

and that "sacred for me" is as irrelevant as "legal for me." We often

ignore aspects ofour culture that are sacred because we do not dis-

tinguish between formal and popular religion' Our national parks

are sacred, Disneyland is sacred, the location of President Ken-

nedy's assassination is sacred. These pilgrimage sites are sacred be-

cause of the function of entertainment and tourism in our culture'

In a commercial culture, the sacred will have a commercial base'

For many people, nothing is more sacred than the Super Bowi'

We have also forgotten the relation between violence and the

sacred, forgotten that the wars in Ireland, Palestine, and Kashmir

are, in part, about sacred land. If you go to Mecca and blaspheme

the Black Stone, the believers will feed you to the midges, piece by

piece. Go to Yellowstone and destroy grizzlies and grizzly habitat'

and the believers will dress up in bear costumes, sing songs, and

sign petitions. This is charming, but it suggests no sense of bias-

phemy.

We fear our anger because it might lead us to do something

illegal, thus threatening our freedoms. This fear is justified' Any

effective form of resistance to public authority must of necessity

become a felony; consider the recent history of spiking trees. In-4

sense, violence is a test of the qaqpd;1.-lLe!!-9-r 9,f -yb! 
will or will

n-or-bed_ele^n_d.9d@'
Historicaily, effective disobedience has been met with violence'

At Amritsar, India, in r9r9, the British slaughtered 379 nonviolent

demonstrators in cold blood and wounded more than a thou-

sand. In r93o they murdered 70 morc at Peshawar-3 The nonvio-

Ient demonstrators who successfully resisted German attemPts to

teach Nazi ideology in Norwegian schools were sent to concentra-

tion camps. Remember Kent State? Earth First! is a broken dream,

its leaders neutralized by legal blackmail.

Violence breeds violence. The cant of messianic humanism con-

ceals our culture's highest command: Thou shalt not oPPose con-

trol. To effectively protest the destruction ofthe earth, we will have

to face these facts, surmount these fears, contest that control'
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A;;;ea.ageidoes just that. The bel ief,  ernotion' and action

of the lilile- old{hristian iady arrested for protesting abortion

can reasonably be connected to the sacred So can the nonviolent

protest of a Buddhist peace activist. So can the terrorist activities

of a Moslem fanatic. Whether we iike or dislike these acts, think

them good or bad, right or wrong, is irrelevant to their being

sacred. They are sacred because of their spiritual origin. For the

believer, the sacred is the source of belief, emotion, and action,

what is good and what is right; it determines iife and is immune

to merely secular legal and ethical judgments. This is vital reli-

gion, lived belief.lOld forests will be sacred, and their destruction

blasphemous, when we demonstrate that our rage is immune to

secular judgmenl,jThe hard question is this: Do we want nature to

be sacred? Can this be chosen? Should it be?

I am inclined to agree with DOgen: "Truly nothing is sacred,

hard as iron." a But this leaves me with my rage intact and a sense

of impotence.

Effective protests are grounded in a refusal to accept what is nor-

mal. We accept a diminished world as normal; we accePt a dimin-

ished way of life as normai; we accePt diminished human beings

as normal. What was once considered pathological becomes sta-

tistically common and eventually "normal"-a move that often

veils denial. Decayed teeth are statistically common, just like smog

and environmentally caused cancers. That a statistically common

decayed tooth is also an abnormal tooth, a pathological tooth, a

diminished tooth, a painful, horrible tooth, is a fact we deny. Until

it is our tooth. At present most of us do not experience the loss of

the wild like we experience a toothache. That is the problem. The

"normal" wilderness-wilderness most PeoPle know-is a cha-

rade of areas, zones, and management plans that is driving the real

wild into oblivion. We deny this, accepting the semblance instead

of demanding the reai. This, too, is normai; modern culture is in-

creasingly a culture of semblance and simulacra.

Efrective protests are grounded in an alternative vision. Un-

fortunately, we have no coherent vision of an alternative to our

present maladies. Deep ecology does not, as yet, offer a coherent

vision. Our main resource, Sessions and Devall's Deep Ecology, is

a hodgepodge of lists, principles, declarations, quotations, cliP-

pings from every conceivable tradition, and tidbits of New Age

kitsch. The authors do not clearly say what they mean, they do not
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forcefully argue for what they believe, they do not create anything

new. Presented as revolutionary tracts aimed at subverting West-

ern civilization, these writings on deep ecology should embarrass

us with their intellectual timidity. Compare them with other revo-

lutionary works-Leviathan, The Social Contract, the Communist

Manifesto-or the critical thought of recent European thinkers

such as Michael Foucault, Jtirgen Habermas, or Anthony Giddens,

and we glimpse the depth of our muddle. Deep ecology is suspi-

cious. It lacks passion, an absence that is acutely disturbing given

the current state of affairs. A reading of Marx's theses on Feuer-

bach is in order, especially the eleventh: "The philosophers have

only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point, however, is

to change it."s Can we change it? Do we care that much?

Apathy, complacency, docility, and cowardice are not new in

America; they were, for instance, major subjects of both Walden

and "Resistance to Civil Government." Thoreau, it is always help-

ful to recall, was for most of his life considered a maladjusted fail-

ure, even bv those who knew and loved him (Muir, too, for that

matter).'Eui for the present let it be, at best, controversial and, at

worst, improper to have strong moral feelings about the treatment

of animals, plants, and places-an emotional mistake. I'Like being

in love with the number two. Let the case for the destruction of the

earth rest. We are smothered with facts. They are both depressing

and endless. What is unsettling is that we are all so aPathetic.

The social reasons for our apathy are numerous: religious tra-

ditions such as Christianity and Buddhism that gioriff accePtance

and condemn emotion (particularly anger) and judgmenq a lib-

eral ideology that extols relativism, pluralism, tolerance, and prag-

matism in internal affairs; the inertia of any social structure; a

claustrophobic conformity behind a mask of individualism; and a

shortsighted and self-serving love of expediency. The most readily

accepted social criticism in our society is cloaked in humor-the

political cartoons of Gary Trudeau and Gary Larson, for example.

f,Most of us don't talk of normal and abnormal or good and evil; we

talk about what we like and dislike, as if discussing ice crearrLiPer-

haps what I fear most is that the destruction of the natural world

to serve human needs and ideais will become an issue decided by

opinion polls and surveys that track the gentle undulations of the

true, the good, and the beautiful among a people now ignorant of

what was once their wild and beautiful home'
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There are also private reasons for apathy and indifference. As

Marcuse noted twenty-five_years ago, "The intellectual and emo-

tionai refusal'to go along'appears neurotic and impotent."6 Even

at the alleged high point of Western civilization, we are ridiculed

for criticizing public patholo gy. Criticize the greed of the rich and

you are envious. Become enraged at the killing of roo,ooo dol-

phins every year and you are infantile, Protest the FBI's harassment

of dissident organizations and you have a problem with authority.

Condemn the state for exposing citizens to radiation from nuclear-

arms testing and you are unPatriotic.

The reduction of social criticism to private defect is incessant in

our culture; it cripples our outrage and numbs our moral imagi-

nation. Convinced that it is really our problem, we are no longer

astonished by evil and living nightmares no longer awaken us.

We are put down, so we shut up, abandoning the prospect of au-

tonomy, self-respect, and integrity. Signing more petitions' giving

money, or joining another environmental organization helps some,

but these things are too qb!!{g-c-t to help us and or.rr problem. These

means are too far removed from the end, the intention unachieved.

Indeed, our apathy and cowardice stem, in part, from this: these

abstractions never work, lhey never achieve a sense of power and

fulfillment. They correct neither the cause nor the effect. We end

up feeling helpless, and since it is human nature to want to avoid

feeling helpless, we become dissociated, cynical, and depressed.

Better to live in the presence of the wild-feel it, smeil it, see

it - and do something real that succeeds, like Gary Nabhan's pres-

ervation of wild seeds or Doug Peacock's intimacy with grizzlies.T

fr. kno* that in the end moral efficacy will manifest knowledge

and love: our intimacies. We only value what we know and love,

and we no longer know or love the wil{So instead we accept sub-

stitutes, imitations, semblances, and fakes - a diminished wild. We

accept abstract information in place of personal experience and

communication. This removes us from the true wild and severs

our recognition of its value. Most people don't miss it and won't

miss it in the future. Most people literally do not know what we

are talking about.

To reverse this situation we must become so intimate with wild

animals, with plants and places, that we answer to their destruc-

tion from the gut. Like when we discover the landlady strangling

our cat.
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If anything is endangered in America it is our experience of wild

nature - gross contact. There is knowledge only the wild can give

us, knowledge specific to the experience of it' These are its gifts to

us. In this, wilderness is no different from music, painting, Poetry'
or love: you concede the abundance and try to respond with grace.

! The problem is that we no longer know what these gifts are. In

j our effort to go beyond anthropocentric defenses ofnature, to em-

i phasize its intrinsic value and right to exist independently of us,

j we forget the reciprocity between the wild in nature and the wild

i in us, between knowledge of the wild and knowledge of the self -
: that was central to all primitive cultures. Once the meaning of the

wild is forgotten, because the relevant experience is lost' we abuse

the word, literally, mis-use it' The savagery and brutality of gang

rape is now called "wilding|' and in New Age retreats men search

for a "wild man within" by sitting in the mud beating drums'

Why do we associate the savage, the brutal' with the wild? The

savagery of nature fades to nothing compared to the savagery of

human agency. The most civilized nations on the planet killed

sixty to seventy million of each other's citizens in the thirty-year

span from the beginning of World War I to the end of World

War II. Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe, Kant, Rousseau' Dogen, Mill,

Beethoven, Bach, Mozart, Manet, Basho, Van Gogh, and Hoku-

sai didn't make any difference. The rule of law, human rights'

democracy, the sovereignty of nations' liberal education, scientific

method, and the Presence of an Emperor God didn't make any

difference. Protestantism, Catholicism, Greek and Russian Ortho-

doxy, Buddhism, Shintoism, and Islam didn't make any difference'

How can we, at this time in history, think of a gtizzly or a wolf

as . . . savage? Why laugh at the idea of the noble savage when we

have discovered no savage more savage than civilized man?

The easiest way to experience a bit of what the wild was like

is to go into a great forest at night alone. Sit quietly for awhile.

Something very old will return. It is well described by Ortega y

Gasset in Meditations on Hunting "The hunter . . . needs to pre-

pare an attention which does not consist in riveting itself on the

presumed but consists precisely in not assuming anything and in

avoiding inattentiveness. It is a'universal' attention, which does

not inscribe itself on any point and tries to be on all points" (r3o).

This is similar to certain meditation techniques' especially
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"shikantaza," a practice of the Soto sect of Zen. It is not an acci-

dent that Lama Govinda believed meditation arose among the

hunting cultures of the Himalayan foothiils; it is not an accident

that the"Balti and the Golok tribes of the Himalaya handle utensils

like masters of the tea ceremony. Alone in the natural world, time

is less dense, less filled with information; space is close; smell and

hearing and touch reassert themselves. The wild is keenly sensual.

In a true wilderness we are like that much of the time, even in

broad daylight. Alert, careful, literally "full of care." Not because

of principles, but because of something very old.

The majority of Americans no longer know this experience of

the wild. We are surrounded by national parks, wilderness areas,

wildlife preserves, sanctuaries, and refuges. We love to visit them.

We also visit foreign parks and wilderness; we visit wild, exotic cul-

tures. We are deluged with commercial images of wildness: coffee-

table books, calendars, postcards, posters, T-shirts, and place mats.

There are nature movies, a comprehensive bibliography of nature

books would strain a computer, and hundreds of nature magazines

with every conceivable emphasis: yuppie outdoor magazines, geo-

graphical magazines, philosophical magazines, scientific maga-

zines, ecology magazines, political magazines. Zoos and animal

parks and marine lands abound, displaying a selection of beasts

exceeded only by Noah's.

From this we conclude that modern man's knowiedge and ex-

perience of wild nature is extensive. But it is not. Rather, what we

have is extensive experience of a severely diminished wilderness

animal or place - a caricature of its former self. Or we have exten-

sive indirect experience of wild nature mediated via photographic

images and the written word. But this is not experience of the wild,

not gross contact.

The national parks were created for, and by, tourism, and they

emphasize what interests a tourist-the picturesque and the odd.

They are managed with two ends in mind: entertainment and

preservation of the resource base for entertainment. Most visitors

rarely leave their cars except to eat, sleep, or go to the john. In

Grand Teton National Park, 93 percent of the visitors never visit

the backcountry. Ifvisitors do make other stops, it is at designated

picturesque "scenes" or educational exhibits presenting amusing

facts - the names of peaks, a bit of history- or, very occasionally,

for passive recreation, a ride in a boat or an organized nature walk.
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None of this is accidental. It results from carefully crafted man-

agement plans that channel the flow of tourists according to maxi-

mum utility-utility defined by the ends of entertainment, effi-

ciency, and resource preservation.

The problem is not what people do in the parks, but what they

are discouraged or prevented from doing. No one, for instance, is

encouraged to climb mountains, backpack, or canoe alone. Hikers

are discouraged from traveiing off trail, especially in unpatrolled

areas with difficult rescue. We are often prohibited from visiting

remote areas where we might encounter bears. Our movements

are always subjected to what Foucault calls "normalizing surveil-

lance." There are traffic police, climbing police, river police, and

backcountry police. They carry guns and Mace, wear bullet-proof

vests, and levy fines. It is iIIegaI to wander around the national

I parks without a permit defining where you go and where you stay

I and how long you stay. In every manner conceivable, national

parks separate us from the freedom that is the promise of the wild.

If we go into a designated wilderness area, say the Bridger-

Teton Wilderness in Wyoming, we are slightly less restricted, but

we find as much degradation of the wild environment. We see

signs and hike horse trails and cross sturdy bridges and find maps

on large boards at trail junctions. We meet patrolling rangers,

Boy Scout and Girl Scout troops working on character, and an

Outward Bound course teaching wilderness skills in a corporate-

management seminar. We meet trail crews, pack trains, and hikers

galore. At night we see the distant lights of cities and highways and

sodium-vapor lamps in the yards of farms and ranches. Satellites

pass overhead. By day, contrails from commercial jets mar the sky,

and military planes, private jets, small aircraft, and helicopters

shatter any calm. (I have been flattened by military jets moving

at supersonic speeds just above the desert in a designated wilder-

ness area in Organ Pipe National Monument.) We camp by a lake,

the outlet of which is filled with spawning golden trout. We notice

they are thin as smelt. They are not indigenous to these mountains.

Around camp, many small trees have been cut by Basque herders

whose ubiquitous sheep still graze our wilderness. In autumn we

find hunting camps the size of military installations, the hunters

better armed than Green Berets. Many of the camps use salt licks

to lure the elk, deer, and moose. If we wander out of this narrow

"wilderness zone," we waik straight into clear-cut forest, logging

roads, and oil wells.
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This is not the wild, not a wilderness. And yet we continue to

accept it as wilderness and call our time there a wilderness ex-

perience. We believe we make contact with the wild, but this is an

illusion. In both the nationai parks and wilderness areas we accept

a reduced category ofexperience, a semblance ofthe wild nature,

a fake. And no one complains.

We visit the zoo or Sea World to see wild animals, but they have

been tamed, rendered dependent, obedient. We learn nothing of
their essential life in nature. We do not see them hunt or gather

food. We do not see them mate. We do not see them interact with

other species. We do not see them interact with their habitat. Their

numbers and their movements are determined by human artifice.

We see them controlled. We see them trained. In most cases they

are as docile, apathetic, and bored as the people watching thern.

If we visit wild animals in sanctuaries, we are protected by buses

and Land Rovers and observation towers. We are separated from

any direct experience of the wild animals we came to visit.

Even our emotions about the wild are mediated. The majority

ofpeople who feel anguish about whales have never seen a whale

at sea. The majority of people who want to reintroduce wolves

to Yellowstone have never seen a wolf in the wild, and some, no

doubt, have never seen Yellowstone. We feel agony about blud-

geoned seal pups and shredded dolphins without ever having

touched one or smelled one or watched it swim. However much

these emotions promote popular environmental causes, they will

not preserve wild nature, for the objects of the emotion are usually

experienced through movies, TY the printed word, or snapshots.
They are the emotions of an audience, the emotions of sad enter-

tainment, and they will pass as quickly as our feelings about the
evening news or our favorite film.

Dissatisfied with the semblances and imitations at home, we

travel abroad in search of the real thing. But there isn't anlthing

different out there, no exotic Other which might afford a perspec-

tive on our lives. The context remains, in the apt phrase of George

Troq "the context of no context."s We can spend a lifetime in

parks and wilderness areas and on adventure-travel trips and re-

main starved for wild country and wild people.

Thirty years ago no foreigner had set foot in Khumbu, the beau-

tiful valley that approaches Everest from the south. When I started

going there twenty years ago, it was advertised as a wilderness, de-

spite the presence of thousands of Sherpas in dozens of villages.
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Sometimes it is still advertised that way-an exotic Shangri-la.
That this is false is not the point: it is the magnitude of the con
that is important, the sheer size of the illusion.

Now, tens of thousands of foreigners visit the region every year.
Most arrive by plane at the village of Lukla. The trail from there
to the old Everest base camp - "Interstate E " - is always crowded
with tourists, many of them in shorts and sandals with Pan Am
flight bags over their shoulder containing all they need for several
weeks in this "wilderness."

In Namche Bazaar I recently stayed at a hotel owned by a Sherpa
I worked with years ago. In the morning I was served the first om-
elet prepared in the hotel's new microwave oven, the first micro-

wave in Khumbu. It was so hard I barely got it down. The cook,
who happens to be the owner's wife, said, "Sherpa way better" and
headed back to the kitchen in disgust. Right!

That next winter, electricity came to Thyangboche Monastery

and promptly burned it down.

The north side of xz is more difficult to reach. Fly to Beijing.
Fiy from Beijing to Urumchi. Fly from Urumchi to Kashgar. Drive
two days by Toyota Land Cruiser or Mitsubishi bus to the Chinese
army post atMazar on the long road between Kashgar and Lhasa.
Ride camels for a week (they are required for the many fordings

of the Shaksgam River). Then walk for several days up a glacier.

What do you find? Skeletons of tents, with pieces of nylon flap-
ping in the breeze. Inside are boxes of unused stainless steel pres-

sure cookers, cases of antipasto, and Ita-lian magazines. On a ridge
above the glacier is a concrete platform with a radar dish.

Tibet is still described as wild, exotic, and forbidden. At the old
British base camp on the north side of Everest is another bare con-
crete platform, this one awaiting a communications satellite dish

that will improve weather predictions for climbing expeditions.

Soon there will be a hotel

When in Lhasa, I stay in a large, modern hotel operated by Holi-
day Inn. The manager meets me at the door. He is an Englishman,

dressed in an impeccable three-piece Saville Row suit, and speaks

with an Oxford accent. My room is like any other Hoiiday Inn
room. It has closed-circuit television. In the lobby, during cocktail

hour, there is a string quartet that plays Mozart and Beethoven. I
drink Guinness stout and Courvoisier cognac. I dine on pasta and
yakburgers.
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In the streets I see a Red Army soldier driving a lime-green Mer-
cedes Benz. Another soldier drives a cobalt blue Jeep Cherokee.
Golok and Khampa nomads wander thebazaar wearing yak-skin

boots, woolen breeches, and Tibetan cloaks ("chuba") fringed with
snow-leopard fur. They are big men and their hair, entwined with

scarlet cloth and gathered on top of their heads, makes them even

bigger. One carries a ghetto blaster the size of a small suitcase.
The volume makes me wince. He is playing Bruce Springsteen.The
preferred style of dress for young male Tibetans in Lhasa is called
"Kathmandu Cowboy": black Hong Kong cowboy boots, stone-
washed Levi's, a black silk shirt, goid necklace, an Elvis Presley

haircut. Young Tibetan women date Chinese soldiers.

I am thankful for the small things. At a monastery outside
Lhasa, I saw a senior monk debating with a large gathering of
students. He shouted his questions, clapping and stomping to an
eight-count beat. His students shouted their answers, trying to

keep up with his furious pace, and he continued without slowing.
When they failed to answer correctly, he would brush the back

of one hand with the back of the other, dismissively smiling and
laughing. The students, animated and responsive, would try again.

Once, in the center of Lhasa, I saw a pilgrim circumambulating
the Jokhang Monastery through the Barkor Bazaar. He was wear-
ing only yak-skin boots and woolen breeches; in the middle of his

back, a gilded prayer box the size of a gallon of milk hung from a
thick leather strap slung over one shoulder. He chanted continu-
ously in a strong voice, first holding his hands in prayer high over
his head, then bowing hard to the ground- first knees, then chest,
then elbows, his hands still held in prayer over his head. Then he
would rise, take one step to the left, and repeat his prayer. Though
the bazaar was packed with people, there was a forty-foot circle

around him. Very few tourists had the temerity to photograph
him, and only from a great distance. He is the wildest human being
I've seen during twenty years of travel in Asia. A modern Milarepa

come from the mountains to honor his gods.

At the Dalai Lama's old summer palace-the Norbuiingka-

there is a zoo, his private zoo. There are long trenches cut in the
ground for yaks and buffalo. All they can see is the sky. There are
small cages for wolves and fox and cats and bears. In one cage is
a bear the Chinese call "ma-shang." We would call it a grizzly. I
think of Buddhism's first great vow: "Beings are numberless: I vow
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to enlighten them." I try to discover the proper relation between

the Dalai Lama, enlightenment, and a caged ma-shang' I feel I

have reached the end of a long labyrinth and found a mirror'

These places are beautiful; these people are wonderful' I con-

tinue to go there and always will, even knowing full well that I am

part of the problem. There are pockets of wilderness left, and a few

wild people, but in general, the wilderness and the people of the

wilderness are gone. Wild things cannot be reached by travel' We

perpetuate the idea that it is out there, we console ourselves with

feeble imitations, we seek reassurance in nature entertainment and

outdoor sports. But it is nearly gone\ Unless we can radically trans-

form modern civilization, the wilderness and its people will be but

a memory in the minds of a few peoplglWhen they die, it will die

with them, and the wild will become completely abstract.

I I I

What is wrong with all this fun and entertainment, with this imi-

tation of what was once a real and Potent Other? Nothing, if it

is recognized for what it is-a poor substitute. But we do not

note that the wild is missing, and it is not clear how we might

reestablish contact with wild things. It is probably best to begin

now with what we are emotionally closest to - animals. Plants can

come later, places last. Despite all the eco-babble to the contrary,

at present we do not have a clue as to what it might mean to com-

municate with a plant or a place as Native Americans did. Unfor-

tunately, the conditions under which we might form a relationship

with wild animals are also diminishing.

The story is repeated daily in the media. A natural habitat is

eroded or lost, a species suffers, becomes endangered, or is lost.

Efforts are made to save it, study it, and arouse public sympathy

for its piight. This always sounds so inevitable, as though the loss

of habitat is incorrigible, a matter of fate. There is rarely mention

of human agency, an admission that we are responsible for the

loss of wilderness habitat, a possibility that we could have done

otherwise-that we could reverse this horrible situation' that we

have this power - a realization that the abstract langr'rage of wild-

life management aids and abets the continued Ioss of wild habitat,

an acknowledgment that a zoo, a circus, a Sea World, a national

park, is a business.

Reading this literature of loss we never discover why an orca
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like Shamu had to jump through ten thousand hoops to help

make millions of dollars for a megacorporation, why she had to

abandon her own wild nature so that a handful of humans could

make money.

Like torture, training wild animals exhibits the modern com-

plex of truth and power. A real killer whale! It obeys our most

trivial wish! Jump, Shamu, jump! Power and truth meet in the

body of a live and anguished sentient being. And as with torture,

an appreciative audience is required to legitimize the proceedings;

what could be the purpose of capturing and training animals if the

performance did not amuse the audience?

Zoos are getting bigger and more natural. Wildlife sanctuaries

and national parks are islands, too smali and increasingiy artificial.

Yellowstone National Park is really a mega-zoo- Everything is ex-

ploited and managed now; it's just a matter of degree. Accept this. It's

normal. We are doing it for the welfure of the animals and their home.

When we deal in such abstractions. we blur boundaries-be-

tween the real and the fake, the wild and the tame, the indepen-

dent and dependent, the original and the copy, the healthy and the

diminished. Blurring takes the edge off loss and removes us from

our responsibilities. Wild nature is not lost; we have collected it; you

can go see it whenever you want.

With the aid of our infinite artifice this fake has replaced the

natural. After all, it's not really very different from the originai.

As Umberto Eco observes in "Travels in Hyperreality," "The ide-

ology of this America wants to establish reassurance through Imi-

tation."e And that ideology has succeeded. We are reassured. We

are not angry, not even upset, though this abstraction masks hor-

ror. Every caricature requires an original - a zoo is a very different

kind of place from a wild home. A zoo, a Sea World, is (at best)

a fake habitat presenting pseudo wild animals to the public for

entertainment and financial reward. The wild is the originai, the

wild is their home. The bigger and more naturalistic the mega-zoo,

the better the mask that conceals its reality as a prison for wild

animals. Liberal sentiment just demands bigger and nicer cages.

Why we should, or should not, accept the existence of zoos is a

subject that cannot be addressed by the abstractions ofwildlife sci-

ence, scientific management, or efficient administration because it

questions their legitimacy. From where and from whom does the

right come to radio-collar moose, bolt plastic disks to the beaks of
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ducks, and put polar bears in zoos for a life so boring they must

be treated for depression and given unbreakable Plastic toys?

The answer to that question is the same for animals as for

humans: the state. The state licenses zoos. The state owns all wild

animals. Who gave it that power? Did we ever vote on it?

J Abstraction displaces emotion, constraining us to relate to wild

animals rationally-the excuse of scientific knowledge, commerce,

and philanthropy. It leaves us without an explanation of our emo-

tional relations to animals. It cannot explain why I went berserk,

amok, at the zoo in Mysore, India, at the sight of a crowd pelting

an American mountain lion trapped in a cage on a small wooden

platform. This animal was suffering due to a very un-abstract

cause. She had probably been sold to a foreign business for amuse-

ment and profit, and human beings were mistreating her. Nothing

unusual here - normal. (
Her suffering was obicene, the solution simple: she needed to

get home. To run along rims through pinyon and cedar and crouch

and leap and dance on her toes sideways, her tail curled high in

the air, to seduce a mate and then hunt with him in the moonlight

and eat deer and cows and sheep and make little pumas and die of

old age on warm sandstone by a ciear spring at the end of a gulch

dense with cottonwood and box elder.

The condors need to get home, too. So do the orcas. That they

no longer have a home is not their problem' lt is our problem; we

have done it. The solution is to give them their home. Why is this

so difficult to conceive or act upon? Part of the answer is this: we

no longer have a home excePt in a brute commercial sense: home

is where the bills come. To seriously help homeless human'I-ind

Aiiifals-wifi-reqirite a-6ense of home that is not commercial. The

Eskimo, the Aranda, the Sioux-all belonged to a place. Where is

our habitat? Where do I belong?
'All sites of enforced marginalization-ghettos, shanty towns,

prisons, madhouses, concentration camps-have something in

common with zoos."r0 If we add Indian reservations, aquariums,

and botanical gardens to this list, a Pattern emerges: removed from

their home, living things become marginal, and what becomes

marginal is diminished or destroyed' Of bedrock importance is

the complexity of animals, plants, and place that creates a unique

community. This is as true for Homo sapiens as for all other species'

We know that the historical move from community to society
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proceeded by destroying unique local structures - religion, econ-

omy, food patterns, custom, possessions, families, traditions - and

replacing these with national, or international, structures that cre-

ated the modern "individual" and integrated him into society.

Modern man lost his home; in the process everything else did

too. That is why Aldo Leopold's land ethic is so frighteningly radi-

cal; it renders this process morally wrong: "A thing is right whef{

it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the bi-

otic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise." rl Apply this

principle to people, animals, and plants, and the last ten thousand

years of history is simply evil. I
Perhaps the saddest part ofthis story is the rationale that nature

entertainment and recreation help the environment. After one orca

killed another at Sea World, the veterinarian responsible for the

whales tried to justifr their captivity, saying that children often
"come away with knowledge they didn't have before and a fascina-

tion that doesn't go away . . . they become advocates for the marine

environment."12 We hear the same argument about national parks

and wilderness areas: they must be entertaining and recreational

or the public will not support environmental issues. Contact with

exotic cultures is defended by saying it is required to preserve

them. In short, the weifare of wild creatures, wild cuitures, and

wild environments must be useful to modern humans, must fit into

our social and economic programs, or they will not be supported.

This argument is no different from the one given by the officer

in Vietnam who explained the destruction of a village by saying,
"We had to destroy it in order to save it." The first "it" here is

real-people, plants, animals, homes-what was destroyed. The

second "it" is abstract - a political category - the now nonexistent

village we "saved" from the Viet Cong.

What, exactly, is the "it" we are trying to save in all the national

parks, wilderness areas, sanctuaries, and zoos? What are we travel-

ing abroad to find? I suggest that, in part, it is something con-

nected with our sense of home. If this is even partly true, then we

have failed miserably. For intimacy with the fake will not save the

real. Many people believe that continued experience with carica-

tures and simulacra creates a desire to experience the real wild. In

my experience, it is more likely to produce a desire for more fakes-

The illusion of contact with the wild provided by national parks,

wilderness areas, and Sea Worlds actually diverts us from the wild.
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Knowledge gained from these experiences creates an illusion of

intimacy that masks our true ignorance and leads to apathy in the

face of our true loss. We are inundated by nature, but we do not

care about nature.

We might call this failure "Muir's mistake." He did not see

clearly enough, if at all, that his experience of the wild - intimate,

poetic, and visionary-could never be duplicated by Sierra Club

trips and all the other replications ofthe nature business' In 1895

he told the Sierra Club, "Few are altogether deaf to the preaching

of pine-trees. Their sermons on the mountains go to our hearts;

and ifpeople in general could be got into the woods, even for once,

to hear the trees speak for themselves, all difficulties in the way of

forest preservation would vanish." t'

They got into the woods, but not everyone heard the trees

speak. Muir could not have understood that setting aside a wild

area would not in itself foster intimacy with the wild. His Yosemite

Valley is now more like Coney Island than a wilderness. He could

not have known that the organization and commercialization of

anything, including wilderness, would destroy the sensuous' mys-

terious, empathic, absorbed identification he was trying to save

and express. He could not have known that even the wild would

eventually succumb to consumer culture.

The world of Thoreau and Muir-the mid-nineteenth century

-was bright with hope and optimism. In spite of that, they were

angry at the loss of the wild and expressed their anger with power

and determination. Our times are darker' We understand the dif-

ficulties confronting preservation more thoroughly than they did.

Their optimism seems impossible at the end of this century. Our

world looks backward, obsessed with a dim memory of a world

that now seems more-the only word is-real. Soqg-thiqg-y4t

an<! -o-ld is va4r;f;lggg&d cugagp-shoqld 4llrol1bn+ss.
>--_ _

I R"fuse to forgive, cherish your anger, remind others' We have

no excusesa\

It was a place for heathenism and superstitious rites,-to be

inhabited by men nearer of kin to the rocks and to wild ani-

mals than we. We walked over it with a certain awe' . . . it was

a specimen of what God saw fit to make this world. What is

it to be admitted to a museum, to see a myriad of particular

things, compared with being shown some star's surface, some

hard matter in its home! I stand in awe of my body, this matter
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to which I am bound has become so strange to me. I fear not

spirits, ghosts, of which I am one,-fhar my body might,-

but I fear bodies, I tremble to meet them. What is this Titan

that has possession of me? Talk of mysteries!-Think of our

life in nature, - daily to be shown matter, to come in contact

with it, - rocks, trees, wind on our cheeks! the solid earth! the

actual worldl lhe common sense! Contact! Contactlra
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Peacock's story is a story with strength. It suggests that survival

of the grizzly and a human teaching of the grizzly will develop

together- or we will iose the grizzly. The necessary work of sci-

ence produces information, but what we need are stories' stories

that produce lore. Grizzly Years begins a modern lore of grizzly

bears. This is my last reason for Peacock's importance'

Peacock is important because he managed to love large dangerous

predators, to accePt their wildness on its own terms, to defend his

"*p"rienc. 
with them as imPortant and curative, to merge with

them psychologically and spiritually, to demonstrate the impor-

tance of intimacy with individual bears' and to begin a modern

lore for the grizzly. This, alone, is an achievement' To write about

it with emotion and intelligence is a considerable achievement' We

should honor his odd and singuiar triumph, and take heart from

his courage, so that our own lives may be rendered bolder by his

victory.
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Wildness and the Defense of Nature

Whatever part the whip has touched is

thenceforih palsied. - Henry Thoreau

Thoreau began talking about wildness as the preservation of the
world in a lecture he gave at the Concord Lyceum on April 23,
r85r, entitled "The Wild." In )une of the following year he com-
bined it with another lecture on walking and published the two
as the essay "Walking, or the Wild" in the Atlantic Monthly. This
essay remains the most radical document in the history of our con-
servation ethic, and as the distinguished Thoreau scholar Robert
Richardson has so aptly put it, "how we understand that ethic de-
pends on what we think Thoreau meant by 'wildness.' "t

Thoreau understood wildness as a quality: wild nature, wild
men, wild friends, wild dreams, wild house cats, and wild litera-
ture. He associated it with other qualities: the good, the holy, the
fiee. Indeed, he equated it with life itself. By freedom he meant not
rights and liberties, but the autonomous and self-willed; and by
life, not mere existence, but vitality and life-force. These conno-
tations are not restricted to our culture. Gary Nabhan has noted
that "the O'odham term for wildness, doajkam, is etymologically
tied to terms for health, wholeness, and liveliness." 2

Thoreau's famous saying "in Wildness is the preservation of the
World" asserts that wildness preserves, not that we must preserve
wildness. For Thoreau, wildness was a given; his task was to touch
it and express it, and he believed mlth expressed it best. His suc-
cess was due not to political action or scientific study, but personal
effort. As much as anything, the wild was a project of the self.

After Thoreau, the focus ofour conservation ethic mutated from
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wildness to the preservation of wilderness, to habitat and species'

and, recently, to biodiversity. This shift was broadly materialist' a

move from quality to quantity, to acreage, species' and physical

relations. The privileged status in our culture of classical science

and its technologies virtually entailed this materialism, for classi-

cal science and its mathematics could not describe qualities like

wildness, and what cannot be described is ignored' Wildness as

quality, and its relation to other qualities' are now rarely discussed'

the notable exception being Gary Snyder's The Practice of theWild'

The shift was also reductive' By preserving things-acreage'

species, and natural Processes-we believed we could Preserve a

quality. Alas, collections of acreage, species, and processes' how-

ever large or diverse, no more Preserve wiidness than large and

diverse collections of sacred objects preserve the sacred' The wild

and the sacred are simply not the kinds of things that can be

collected. Historical forms of access and expression can be pre-

served, but one cannot put a quality in a museum' At the same

time, wildness cannot disaPPear. It can be diminished, in nature

and in human experience, but it cannot cease to exist' The world

contains many things that exist but cannot be collected and put

someplace-the set of complex numbers, gravity, dreams' Wild-

ness is similar and we are not very clear about how to preserve it'

There are excellent reasons to Preserve wilderness, biotic com-

munities, and biodiversity apart from any relation to wildness'

reasons that are thoroughly covered in our environmentai litera-

ture, but these materialist and reductive shifts in our conserva-

tion ethic have diminished the wildness of the places, species' and

processes we have managed to Preserve by diminishing their au-

iorro-y and vitality. Unfortunately, our conservation ethic tends

to ignore this loss.

This diminution will continue because our efforts at Preserva-

tion - parks, wilderness, zoos, botanical gardens - are conceived

in terms of modern institutions, primarily the laboratory and

museum, institutions that oPPose autonomy and vitality' In the

past, political and aesthetic criteria selected the samples; in the

iutrrre (on" hopes) biological and ecological criteria will be fore-

most. But no matter how large the selection, the processes of

selection and implementation render the samples artificial' The

environments (and their occupants) are selected and managed

according to human goals-the preservation of scenery' of re-
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sources, of wilderness, of biodiversity. Our artifice fundamen_
tally alters their order, extracting them from the larger context of
interconnectedness that created that order As Anthony Giddens
says in discussing the consequences of modernity, ,,The ,end of
nature' means that the natural world has become in large part a
'created environment' consisting of humanly structured systems
whose motive power and dynamics derive from socially orga_
nized knowledge-claims rather than from influences exogenous ro
human activity."3 This is just as true of nationai parks and de_
signer wilderness as it is of Disneyland.

Created environments have that aura of hyperreality so com_
mon in modern life. They "are all updated forms of Cain's desire
to return home by remaking the original creation. The tragedy is
that in attempting to recover paradise we accelerate the murder
ofnature."a Nature "ends" because it loses its own self-ordering
structure, hence its autonomy, hence its wildness.

Created environments also reek of the "museal,' quality made
famous byTheodor Adorno's essay "Valery proust Museum": ,,The

German word'museal' [museumlike] has unpleasant overtones. It
describes objects to which the observer.ro iong.. has a vital re-
lationship and which are in the process of dying,' (175). Just as
cultural museums "testifi to the neutralization of culture" (t75),
so I believe museums of land types, however diverse in habitat and
species, testiry to the neutralization of nature.

A created environment is a neutered wild, and a wild to which
we no ionger live in vitai relationship. Museum objects may be
useful, entertaining, and informative, and nature as laboratory
may produce whole disciplines of new knowledge, but their sub-
jects have lost their own organizing principles and are accurately
described as relics-things left behind after destruction or decay
ofthe original and preserved as objects ofveneration.

In this sense it is possible to see the Earth as increasingly museal
-in the process of becoming a relic; a once autonomous order
transformed by a single species for its own use, a species that
out of a combination of mourning and respect preserves bits and
pieces for worship, study, and entertainment. The few pieces ofre-
maining wiiderness have long been valued as a laboratory-hence
the title of nldo Leopold's seminal essay "Wilderness as a Land
Laboratory."s Stressed nature becomes another interesting scien-
tific experiment, a problem to be solved, not unlike a sick patient,
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the chronically unemployed, a broken machine. Instead of a col-
lection of gods (as for the Greeks), or the source of the Sublime (as

for Kant and the Romantics), or a wellspring of moral instruction
(as for Emerson, Thoreau, and Muir), nature turns subordinate to
humans-dependent. A patient. Then, its philanthropic sensibili-
ties aroused by crisis, Lord Man rushes to help the poor thing re-
cover with GPS systems, computer databases, refuges, gene banks,
and radio collars.

Recently we have discovered that our museums of land types are
too small, disconnected, and artificial to allow species to maintain
their own structure and order. Our remedy for these isiand ecosys-
tems and relic populations is to create bigger and better created en-
vironments according to new theories, more data, and better man-
agement practices. This may lead to more complete ecosystems>
and may sustain some species, but the increased human influence
and the control mechanisms required for selection and preser-
vation simultaneously diminish the ecosystem's self-organization
and wildness. The relic "wilderness" becomes less and less natural
as it submits to the management necessary for its survival, and,
ironically, becomes less and less capable of fulfilling its purported
scientific purpose-to serve as a benchmark for natural processes
against which the health of man's trammeled world might be mea-
sured.

An example of this process can be found in the Wildlands
Project proposed by Wild Earth: "a wilderness recovery program
for North America" (which makes it sound like AA for the planet).
If successful, it would become the world's largest created envi-
ronment. Its order and structure-the cores, corridors, buffers,
and dense-population areas - would undoubtedly be visible from
space. I think of it as North America designed by Foreman, Noss,
and Associates.6

Many feel the pervasive Disneyesque and museumlike quality
of wilderness areas, national parks, and wildlife preserves, but
they continue to believe these places provide a sanctuary from
human artifice. This has always been an illusion. The national
parks process millions of humans at the cost of natural processes.
The "wilderness" of the Wilderness Act permits the state to con-
trol fire, insects, diseases, and animal populations; build trails for
human use; graze livestock; and mine ore. These environments are
not wild-they are too known, designed, administered, managed,
and controlled to be wild.
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All this suggests we need to imagine a new conservation ethic
based on wildness. What we would come to mean by "wildness,,
could evolve from current interdisciplinary efforts by feminists,
mathematicians, philosophers, and physicists to understand con-
trol, prediction, dominance, and their opposites: autonomn self-
organization, self-ordering, and autopoiesis.T

In his "Fact-Book," Thoreau noted that "wild" is the past parti-
ciple of "to will": seif-willed. A new wilderness ethic would high-
Iight Thoreaut reference and confirm recent scholarship that in-
terprets "wilderness" in its original sense of "self-willed iand.,,s It
would give teeth to the most important word in the most impor-
tant passage in the Wilderness Act: "untrammeled." And finally,
it would promote Thoreau's project of understanding the wild
within us and within nature as fundamentally the same by their
association, conceptually, with vitality and freedom.

I I
To construct a new conservation ethic, we need first to understand
why we impose a human order on nonhuman orders. We do so
for gain, the gain being in prediction, efficiency, and, hence, con-
trol. Faced with the accelerating destruction ofecosystems and the
extinction of species, we believe our only option lies in increased
prediction, efficiency, and control. So we fight to preserve ecosys-
tems and species, and we accept their diminished wildness. This
wins the fight but loses the war, and in the process we simply stop
talking about wildness.

There are many ways we do this. For instance, we begin to
substitute "wilderness" for "wildness," as in Thoreau's commonly
misquoted saying "In wilderness is the preservation of the world." e

But most (all?) of our designated Wilderness Act-wilderness is not
wild. Take, for example, the Gila Wilderness, which is a pasrure,
not self-willed land. Thoreau did not claim that in ranching is the
preservation of the world.

We also tend to equate wiidness with biodiversity. For example,
chapter z of Roger DiSilvestro's Reclaiming the Last Wild places:

A New Agenda for Biodiversity is entitled "Biodiversity: Saving
Wildness," and there are phrases like "wildness in nature, which is
what we preserve when we protect biodiversity" and "protection
of biodiversity, of wildness" (25). But wildness is not biodiversity.
Indeed, wildness may be inversely correlated with biodiversity. In
The Desert Smells Like Rain, Gary Nabhan describes rwo oases.
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The oasis occupied by the Papagos had twice as many bird species

as the "wild" one preserved in Organ Pipe National Monumentr0

Neither oasis is wild in any meaningful sense of the term, and

more remote and wilder desert oases might very well contain even

fewer species. If so, so what? Is wildness less important than bio-

diversity? Should we Preserve the latter at the cost of the former?

What criteria would we use to decide the issue?

For many conservation biologists (though not, of course, for

Nabhan) the important distinction is between "in the wild" and "in

captivity," with "in the wild" now meaning a managed ecosystem.

But if grizzlies are controlled in wilderness with radio collars and

relocation policies, then what was for Thoreau the central question

- freedom - simply drops out of the discourse on preservation.

We also ignore wildness when we define wilderness in terms of

human absence. In 'Aldo Leopold's Metaphor," ). Baird Callicott

points out that with the exception ofAntarctica, there has been no

land mass without human Presence, and therefore the wilderness

of the Wilderness Act is an "incoherent" idea (a5). Other people

deny the existence of wildness on the grounds that any human

influence on a species or an ecosystem destroys wildness, and

since human influence has been around a long time . . ' again, no

wildness. This is absurd, and one wonders what Lewis and Clark,

standing on the banks of the Missouri, would have thought of such

talk. "This isn't wilderness. Why, there are millions of humans out

there. And it isn't wild, either. Human influence has been mucking

up this place for ro,ooo years."

Something is wrong here, and I believe it can be traced to the

fact that most people writing and thinking about wilderness issues

know only Wilderness Act-wilderness. A week in the Amazon,

the high Arctic, or the northern side of the western Himalayas

, would suggest that what counts as wildness and wilderness is de-

termined not by the absence of people, but by the relationship

between people and place. A place is wild when its order is created

according to its own principles of organization-when it is self-

willed land. Native peoples usualiy (though definitely not always)

"fit" that order, influencing it but not controlling it, though prob-

ably not from a superior set of values but because they lack the

technical means. Control increases with civilization, and modern

civilization, being largely about control-an ideology of control
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projected onto the entire world-must control or deny wildness.

This prospect is most clearly represented by the dystopian novels,
beginning with Yevgeny Zamyalin's We.

Although autonomy is often confused with radical separation
and complete independence, the autonomy of systems (and, I
would argue, human freedom) is strengthened by interconnected-
ness, elaborate iteration, and feedback-that is, influence. Indeed,
these processes create that possibility of change without which
there is no freedom. Determinism and autonomy are as insepa-
rable as the multiple aspects of a gestalt drawing.

The important point is that whatever kind of autonomy is
in question-human freedom, self-willed land, self-ordering sys-
tems, self-organizing systems, autopoiesis-all are incompatible
with external control. To take wildness seriously is to take the
issue of control seriously, and because the disciplines of applied
biology do not take the issue of control seriously, they are lit-
tered with paradoxes - "wiidlife management," "wilderness man-
agement," "managing for change," "managing natural systems,"
"mimicking natural disturbance"-what we might call the para-
doxes ofautonomy. Collections ofparadoxes are usually bad news
for scientific paradigms, and I think the biological sciences face a
major revoiution.ll

I I I
The bioiogical sciences have piayed an increasingly imperial role
in the conservation ethic since the days of AIdo Leopold. If the
goal is to preserve ecosystems and species, then one goes to the
experts: ecologists and biologists. During the past twenty years it
has become obvious that the individual disciplines of applied bi-
ology were insufficiently comprehensive to achieve preservationist
goals, especially biodiversity, and that they needed to be integrated
with the newer disciplines of population biology and ecology-
thus conservation biology. Conservation biology is an increasingly
dominant voice for preservation in this country, if not the world,
and the large environmental organizations that once led the fight
for preservation often follow its agenda.l2

Unfortunately, conservation biology is also about control. It
integrates the controls already available in the biological, physi-
cal, and social sciences, which leads to what we might describe as
meta-management. Since biodiversity rs understood on the model
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of a scarce resource, the preservation of biodiversity becomes a

problem like resource management'r3 In the face of biodiversity

loss (and there surely is such a crisis), conservation biology de-

mands that we do something, now, in the only way that counts as

doing something-more money, more research, more technology'

more information, more acreage. Tiust science, trust technology,

trust experts; they know best. In short, the prescription for the

malady is even more control.

This mirrors the mode of crisis resPonse familiar from Michel

Foucault's studies of insanity, crime, and disease. Like psychiatry'

criminology, and clinical medicine, conservation biology is a theo-

retical discipline that seeks control in pursuit of a moraliy pure

mission: to end a crisis. Although the maladies addressed by these

disciplines have always been with us (and have been handled by

other cultures in more imaginative ways), they are exacerbated by

the conditions of modernity- overpopulation, urbanization, and

pathological social structures-and by the globalization of these

conditions.

Unfortunately, instead ofstriking at causes, modern theoretical

disciplines such as conservation bioiogy strive to control symp-

toms. Their controls are directed at the Other, not at our own

social pathologies. This mirrors the distinction between Preven-

tive medicine and intrusive medicine: instead of remaking our-

selves and our societies, modern theoretical disciplines set about

remaking the nonhuman world and diminishing its autonomy'

Over the long term, this tends toward failure as the world resists

and adapts to our intrusions, and as we, in turn, discover the true

cost ofour attemPts at control'

These controls are always disciplinary or protodisciplinary in

nature, and the multiple meanings of "discipline" here are not acci-

dentai. They involve capturing (shooting, darting, netting' trap-

ping, apprehending, arresting), isolating in special areas (wards,

prisons, refuges, wilderness), numerical identification (tattooing

and tagging everything from inmates and soldiers to swans and

grizzlies) ;technological rePresentation (photography, X-rays, GP S

mapping); chemical manipulation (of germs, of the brain, of fer-

tility); surgery (lobotomies for the mad, and for predators, the

implantation of radio transmitters or radioactive plaques to make

their feces visible from satellites); monitoring (radio coliars on

animals, ankle monitors on prisoners, heart monitors for cardiac
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patients) - and constant surveillance to accumulate ever more 1n-

iormation. Having severely intruded upon the human body and

mind, we now intend to intrude upon the rest of creation, thus

confirming the forecast in Ecclesiastes: "For that which befaileth

the sons of men befalleth beasts."

Justified in the name of normality and equilibrium-just as

wars are justified by "peace in our time" - discipiinary technolo-

gies tend to develop into grand schemes of salvation: economics

wars against Poverty, criminology wars against crime' Desptte

pockets of success, these wars fail' Prisons create more criminals'

and poverty and hunger increase under modern economies' Un-

fortunately, these failures neither debase the disciplines nor halt

their wars. Like Avis, disciplinary technologies just try harder, that

is, they try to control more and control better.

Conservation biology is in this tradition of grand salvation' It

wants to conduct a war for biodiversity, thus its missions and

strategies (from the Greek word fot army- strafos) to remake the

natural worid according to its own vision. I predict it will fail

for the same reason other disciplines fail: it does not strike at the

causes of its chosen malady but remains therapeutic' Its fondest

hope is to arrest symPtoms' and it presumes, desperately, that the

malady is acute, not chronic.

Tlue change comes from alteration of structure, not the treat-

ment of symPtoms. The structure that a radical ("root") envi-

ronmental position must change is the positive-feedback system

comprising overpopulation, urbanization, outrageously high stan-

dards of living, outrageously unjust distribution of basic goods;

the conjunction of classical science, technoiogy, the state, and

market economics that suPPorts the high standard of living; the

endless presumptions concerning our rights, liberties, and privi-

leges; and the utter absence of a spiritual life that might mitigate

against these forms ofgreed. In short, the preservation ofwild-

ness, wilderness, and biodiversity requires a revolution against

social pathology, a transformation of Western civilization-and

let's face it, most of us turn chicken in the face of the chalienge'

We prefer to control nature'

In ecology, the most powerful statement of a conservation ethic

of controlling nature is Daniel B. Botkin's Discordant Harmonies: A

New Ecology for the Twenty-First Century. Botkin presents graphic

evidence of the devastation caused by unmanaged elephants in
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Tsavo, one ofKenya's largest national parks. He argues trenchantly
that our current ideas about nature are outmoded, he calls for
more management, more information, more monitoring, more
research, more funding for education on the environment. He ar-
gues for the preservation of wilderness primarily as a baseline for
scientific measurement. It is a powerfui book. He concludes that
"Nature in the twenty-first century will be a nature that we make;
the question is the degree to which this molding will be intentional
or unintentional, desirable or undesirable" (t93).

Botkin is not alone. In an essay entitled "The Social Siege of
Nature," Michael Soul6, one of the founders of conservation bi-
ology, says,

Some of the ecological mlths discussed here contain, either
explicitly or impiicitly, the idea that nature is self-regulating
and capable ofcaring for itself. This notion Ieads to the theory
of management known as benign neglect-nature will do
fine, thank you, ifhuman beings just leave it alone. Indeed,
a century ago, a hands-offpolicywas the best policy. Now it
$ not.  .  . .

Homeostasis, balance, and Gaia are dangerous models
when applied at the wrong spatial and temporal scales. Even
fifty years ago, neglect might have been the best medicine,
but that was a world with a lot more big, unhumanized, con-
nected spaces, a world with one-third the number of people,
and a worid largely unaffected by chain saws, bulldozers, pes-
ticides, and exotic, weedy specles.

The alternative to neglect is active caring-in today's par-
lance, an affirmative approach to wildlands. (159-16o)

Stewards of the cosmos? A nature that we make? This is the
reductio ad absurdum of the American conservation movement.
What used to be the goal of conservation-the preservation of the
natural world and its own order-has been reduced to neglect, in-
deed, benign neglect, a term loaded with overtones ofnot caring.
And the good side? Affirmative action-the usual liberal dodge.
Disagree with conservation biology and you find yoursel,f in the
corner of those who don't care about naturebecatse the debate has
been framed in anthropocentric terms: what's the best medicine
we can give to the poor old sick world? Sould's Manichean man-
agement policy simply replays easy sixties rhetoric.
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What does this mean for Thoreau's seemingly old-fashioned

idea of wildness? The actual consequences of this management

paradigm are clearly stated by David M. Graber, a research scien-

tist with the National Biological Survey, in a discussion of man-

agement in national parks:

Parks are increasingly becoming ecological islands as the

landscapes that surround them are converted to agriculture

or development. Thus while climate change can be expected

to lead to the local extirpation of species in parks' the inva-

sions of many native "replacement" species-those adapted

to the new climate-will be blocked by isolation. The inten-

tional introduction or maintenance of native sPecies could in

some cases be used to facilitate the introduction of species

that would have arrived on their own before habitat fiagmen-

tation, as weli as to Preserve the survival ofother species that

would no longer be sufficiently adapted to Persist under the

new climatic and ecological conditions. Such intensive man-

agement is in fact likely to be needed to Preserve species of

plants and animals that already are local in distribution.

To manage parks in this way emphatically abandons the

contemporary ecologically based notion of wildness. We in-

deed become trapped into caring for the rest of life in a

transformed world.ra

This is indeed a dilemma. We wish to Protect and preserve wild

nature, but it appears that to do so we must accommodate a rather

hard-nosed scientific positivisrn which in the biological sciences

takes the form of an equally hard-nosed management style. The

result of this management style is that we can save natural diver-

sity only by destroying nature's own wild order. The alternative,

"letting nature sort things out," is not seriously considered. Indeed

it has become anathema, for even our Pathetic attemPts at control

would be better than letting natural order rule the natural world.

These attitudes are about to become public policy. A recent vol-

ume ofessays on ecosystem health suggests that "there exists con-

siderable basis for expanding consensus if the concept of health is

given its primary identity as a policy concept."'5 This removes the

"health of nature" as a property of the world, reduces it to human

policy, and, in turn, virtually insures that biologists and ecologists

will go about fixing the world with treatments and remedial ac-
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tions. That is the irony ofSould's essay: he rues the social siege of
nature but fails to see that the biological sciences are leading the
charge, as though, somehow, biology and ecology are not part of
the matrix of social construction.

Ecological management is Foucault's normalization and disci-
plinary control projected from social institutions onto ecosystems.
The Otherness of the natural world is consumed by current social
policy, and the new doctors of nature go about their mission-
evangelists laboring once more amongst wild populations (now
plants and animals instead of peoples) bringing the gift of mod-
ern order and our current version ofsalvation-the preservation
of biodiversity.

This salvation implies trust in abstract systems, and since the
lay person has neither the knowledge or ability to evaluate the
foundations of these abstract systems, our trust is less a matter of
knowledge than of faith. Those who are old-fashioned will place
their trust in themselves and those they know instead of in ab-
stract systems. Some will, of course, claim they are quite compat-
ible, but in the last analysis they are not compatible: when push
comes to shove, you must decide where to place your trust. Tiust
in abstract systems and experts disembeds our relations to nature
from their proper context. This is precisely why so many of us will
no longer place our trust in science: it ignores individual places,
people, flora, and fauna.

I, for one, do not want to know about grizzlies in general, nor
can I in any practical way care about grizziies in general. I want
to know and care about the grizzly that lives in the canyon above
me. And I have more trust in myself, my friends, and that grizzly
than I do in the managers sitting in universities a thousand miles
away who have never seen this place or this grizzly and want all of
it subsumed by a mathematical model.

IV
In this situation, one would like to believe that radical environ-
mentalists can offer something different fiom what mainstream
environmental organizations and conservation biology offer. Un-
fortunately, this is no longer obvious.

During the past five years conservation biology has extended
its influence to radical environmentalism, inverting themes that
once legitimized its radical content. The transformation of part of
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Earth Firstl into Wild Earth was a movement from personal trust

and confrontation to trust in abstractions and conciiiation with

technology. In this transition it gained new foilowers (and much

financial support), and lost others. It certainly Iost me. Whereas

science, technology, and modernity were once part of the prob-

lem, now they are a large part of the solution, and I fear that the

Wildlands Project may reduce Wild Earth-certainly one of our

best radical environmental organizations-to the political arm of

a scientific discipiine.

But, again, the key issue is control and autonomy, not science.

Recent issues of Wild Earth and Conservation Biology have run

debates about the management of wilderness and wild systems,

but they haven't penetrated to the heart of the problem. Writing

in Wild Earth, Mike Seidman concluded his exchange by saying,
"It seems that the depth of my critique of management went un-

noticed." Seidman was being a gentleman, since the other side of

the "debate" was an extended non sequitur.tu

The autonomy of natural systems is the skeleton in the closet

of our conservation ethic, and although it is recognized, no one

is dealing honestly with the issue. The problem appears in many

forms. It explains the growing discontent with our control of

predators, the elk hunts in Grand Teton National Park, the slaugh-

ter of elephants for management, and the trapping and training of

the Iast condors. It explains the increasing discontent surrounding

the reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone National Park. For a

decade, environmentalists fought for an experimental population;

now, faced with the biological and political control on that ex-

perimental population, many people would have preferred natural

recovery - no matter how long it takes.

Biological controls are now ubiquitous. Biologists control griz-

zlies, they trap and radio-collar cranes, they have cute little radio

backpacks for frogs, they bolt brightly colored plastic buttons to

the beaks ofharlequin ducks, theyeven put radio transmitters on

minnows. And always for the same reason: more information for

a better, healthier ecosystem. Information and control are indivis-

ible, a point made in great detail by James R. Benninger in The

Control Revolution: Technological and Economic Origins of the In-

formation Society. lt is the main point, perhaps the only point, of

surveillance.

The great need, now, is to begin to imagine an alternative. Per-
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haps we don't need more information; maybe the emphasis on bio-

logical inventories, species recovery, surveillance, and monitoring

is a further step in the wrong direction. And what could possibly

be radical about all this? The Nature Conservancy has been doing

it for years, and the Department of the Interior is going to do it

too. Trying to be radical about, say, biological inventories is like

trying to be radical about laundromats: it just isn't big enough,

conceptually, to reach the source of the problem.

The radical environmentalist's obsession with roads and dams

betrays a crude, industrial idea ofdestroying nature and blinds us

to less visible modern control technologies that imply even more

potent modes of destruction. But instead of a general critique of

control we have deep ecologists like George Sessions and Arne

Naess supporting, in principle or in practice, genetic engineering.rT

Somehow the key issue is increasingly veiled by lesser issues.

We need big wilderness, big natural habitat, not more technologi-

cal information about big wilderness. Why not work to set aside

vast areas where we limit all forms of human influence: no con-

servation strategies, no designer wilderness, no roads, no trails,

no satellite surveillance, no over-flights with helicopters, no radio

collars, no measuring devices, no photographs, no GPS data, no

databases stuffed with the location of every draba of the summit of

Mt. Moran, no guidebooks, no toPograPhical maps. Let whatever

habitat we can preserve go back to its own self-order as much as

possible. Let wilderness again become a blank on our maps. Why

don't the radical environmental organizations push for that? I sus-

pect a large part of the answer is this: there is no money in it, and

Iike all nonprofits, they need a lot of money just to survive, much

less achieve a goal.

V

There are two senses of "preservation," and most preservationist

efforts have followed the first: the preservation of things. Straw-

berry preserves epitomize this kind of preservation. The other

sense is the preservation ofprocess: leaving things be. Doug Pea-

cock presents the second sense with great clarity, calling biology

"Biofuck" and saying, "Leave the fucking bears alone'"t8 This

echoes Abbey's "Let being be," a quote fiom Heidegger, who stole

it from Lao Tzu:
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Do you want to improve the world?

I don't think it can be done.

The world is sacred.

It can't be improved.

If you tamper with it, you'il ruin it.

Ifyou treat it like an object, you'll lose it

The Master sees things as they are,

without trying to control them.

She lets them go their own way,

and resides at the center of the circle.Ie

Although most of the public beiieves this is the preservation ethic,

leaving things alone is definitely the new minority tradition among i

preservationists. But consider carefully the admonition that "If.

you tamper with it, you'll ruin it. / If you treat it like an object,

you'll lose it." This goes to the heart of what I call "the abstract i
wild"-wildness objectified and filtered through concePts, theo- i
ries, institutions, and technology.

What if the effect of scientific experts creating environments,

treating ecosystems, and managing species is (sometimes, often,

always?) as bad, or worse, than the effects of unmanaged nature?

In short, leave aside the question of "Should we manage nature?"

and ask "How well does (can) managing nature actually work?"

Ecologists tend not to talk about this for fear of giving aid to the

enemy, but the subject demands careful examination.

In an essay entitled "Down from the Pedestal: A New Role for

Experts," David Ehrenfeld, for many years the editor of Conser-
'vation Biology, presents several examples of predictive failure in

ecology and the unfortunate consequences for natural systems.

Consider, for instance, the introduction of opossum shrimp into

northwestern lakes with the purpose ofincreasing the production

of kokanee salmon. "The story is complicated, involving nutri-

ent loads, water levels, algae, various invertebrates, and lake trout,

all interacting. But the bottom line is that the kokanee salmon

population went way down rather than way up, and this in turn

affected populations of bald eagles, various species of gulls and

ducks, coyotes, minks, river otters, grizzlybears, and human visi-

tors to Glacier National Park." Indeed, Ehrenfeld goes on to say
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that "biological complexity, with its myriad internal and external

variables, with its open-endedness, pushes ecology and wildlife

management a little closer to the economics . . . end of the range

of expert reliability" (r48-r5o).

Economics? Really? This from one of the deans of conservation

biology? We are to entrust the management of nature to exPerts

whose reliability is akin to economists? This removes a bit of the

glitter from the remaking nature agenda, doesn't it? I wouldn't let

them manage my front yard.

Ecologists are compared with economists because of their prob-

lems with prediction. Prediction (some think) is the essence of

science: No prediction, no science; lousy prediction, Iousy science'

Unless (according to this view) the biological sciences can generate

accurate, testable, quantitative Predictions, they are weil on their

way to joining the dismal science of, say, astrology. Well, if your

idea ofgood science requires quantitative prediction, particularly

long-term quantitative predictions, then all the sciences are look-

ing a bit dismal, ecology especially so.'o

The historian of ecology Donald Worster, in his essay "The

Ecology of Order and Chaos," notes that "Despite the obvious

complexity of their subject matter, ecologists have been among the

slowest to join the cross-disciplinary science ofchaos" (168). This

is not quite fair. Robert May, a mathematical ecologist at Oxford,

is one of the pioneers of chaos theory, and his book Stability and

Complexity in Model Ecosystems remains a classic. But Worster's

point is still telling, and one suspects that the ecologists'lack-of

openness on the subject probably has something to do with the

unsettling consequences for the practicai application oftheir disci-

pline-and hence their paychecks. They keep hanging on to the

hope of better computer models and more information, but as

Brecht said in another context, "if you're still smiling, you don't

understand the news."

Most of the rapidly growing literature on chaos and complexity

is either journalistic or extremely technical.zr Of greater impor-

tance for radical thinking about the environment are the philo-

sophical implications of chaos and complexity and their impact on

those biological disciplines we depend on to guide environmentai

policy. An excellent examination of the former is in Stephen H.

Kellert's In the Wake of Chaos: tJnpreilictable Order in Dynamical

Slstems, which suggests, as Ehrenfeld's examples suggest, that the
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problems facing the practical applications of ecology and biology

are more formidable than the disciplines are willing to admit.22 For

the impact of chaos theory on ecological theory, required read-

ing is Stuart L. Pimm, "Nonlinear Dynamics, Strange Attractors,

and Chaos," in The Balance of Nature? Ecological Issues in the Con-

servation of Species and Communifies, a sobering book for anyone

who believes the issues are either understood or that we have suffi-

cient empirical data to make intelligent decisions about long-term

ecosystem management.

Many biologists and ecologists believe the autonomy of nature

is a naive ideal, and that we must now attemPt to control the Earth.

Ironically, this view is widespread despite recent work in nonlinear

dynamics that demonstrates nature's talent for self-organization,

indeed its talent for organizing itself to critical states that collapse

unpredictably with avalanches of the very events that so disturb

us - earthquakes, wildfires, extinctions, epidemics' Indeed, many

natural systems seem attracted to disequilibrium (or, I would say,

wildness).23 Some of the largest, most catastrophic events - like the

Yellowstone fires in 1988-are precisely the unpredictable events

that are the key to forming the vegetation architecture basic to the

order of an ecosystem. And yet these are the events we most wish

to manage.

What emerges from the recent work on chaos and complexity

is the final dismemberment of the metaphor of the world as ma-

chine, and the emergence of a new metaphor-a view of a world

that is characterized by vitality and autonomy, one which is close

to Thoreau's sense of wildness, a view that, of course, goes well

beyond him, but one he would no doubt find giorious. Instead of

a vast machine, much of nature turns out to be a collection of

dynamic systems, rather like the mean eddy lines in Lava Faiis,

where the description of the turbulence is a nonlinear differential

equation containing complex functions with "free" variables that

prevent a (closed form) solution. Such natural systems are un-

stable; they never settle into equilibrium. (Kayakers know this in

their bodies.) They are aperiodic; like the weather, they never re-

peat themselves but forever generate new changes, one of the most

important of which is evolution. Life evolves at the edge of chaos,

the area of maximum vitality and change.

Dynamic systems marked by chaos and complexity do have an

order, and the order can be described mathematically. They are de-
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terministic, and we can (usualiy) calculate probabilities and make

qualitative predictions-how the system will behave in general.

But with chaos and complexity, scientific knowledge is again lim-

ited in ways similar to the limits of incompleteness, uncertainty,

and relativity.

That does not end science; all that drops out, really, is long-

term quantitative prediction, and that affects most science pri-
marily in one way: control. But that's the nut of the problem. As

lohn Ralston Saul has said, "The essence of rational leadership

is controi justified by expertise."2a Without control, there is no

expertise. The biological sciences lose their leadership ofthe con-

servation ethic. The "preservation as management" tradition that

began with Leopold is finished because there is little reason to trust

the experts to make intelligent long-range decisions about nature.

What happens to the rationality of managing species and eco-

systems without accurate prediction and control? If the micro-

systems of an ecosystem-from vascular flows to genetic drift to

turbulence-plus all of the natural disturbances to ecosystems-

weather, fire (the front of a wildfire is a fractal), wind, earthquakes,

avalanches - if all these exhibit chaotic and/or complex behavior,

and some organize themselves at a global level to critical states re-

sulting in catastrophic events, and further, if such behavior does

not allow long-term quantitative predictions, then isn't ecosystems

management a bit of a sham? The management of grizzlies and

wolves at best a travesty? If an ecosystem can't be known or con-

trolled with scientific data, then why don't we simply can ali the

talk of ecosystem health and integrity and admit, honestly, that
it's just public policy, not science?

Much of the best intellectual labor of this century has led to the

admission of various limits in science and mathematics-of axiom

systems, observation, objectivity, measurement. This should have

a humbling efect on all of us, and the limits of our knowl-

edge should define the limits of our practice. The biological sci-

ences should draw the line of their operations at wilderness-

core wilderness, Wilderness Act-wilderness, any wilderness-for

the same reasons atomic scientists should accept limits on mess-

ing with the atom, and geneticists shouid accept limits on messing

with the structure of DNA: We are not that wise, nor can we be.

The issue is not the legitimacy of science in general, nor the

legitimacy of a particular scientific discipline, but the appropri-
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ate limits to be placed on any scientific discipline in light of lim-

ited knowledge. To ignore these limits is to refuse humility and

undermine the foundations of the preservation movement. Ac-

cepting these limits and imagining a new conservation ethic based

on wildness and humble, careful, non-intrusive practice would

unite Thoreau's insight that "in Wildness is the preservation of the

World" and the traditions of ancient wisdom with the intuitions

of our most radical wilderness lovers, ecofeminists, and cutting-

edge mathematicians and physicists. This is as consoling as it is

charming.
Al1 knowledge has its shadow. The advance of biological knowl-

edge into what we call the natural world simultaneously advances

the processes of normalization and controi, forces that erode the

wildness that arises from nature's own order, the very order that,

presumably, is the point ofpreservation. At the core ofthe Present
conjunction of preservation and biological science-the heritage

of Leopold-lies a contradiction. We face a choice, a choice that

is fundamentally moral. To ignore it is mere cowardice. Shall we

remake nature according to biological theory? Shali we accept

the wild?

Wildness is out there. The most vital beings and systems hang out

at the edge of wildness. The next time you howl in delight like a

wolf, howl for unstable aperiodic behavior in deterministic non-

Iinear dynamical systems. LaoTzu and Thoreau and Abbey will be

pleased.
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